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SUMMARY / ABSTRACT 
The lean satellite approach requires aggressive measures for cutting development time 
and resource utilization; therefore, a simple power system with low part count, high 
reliability and good electrical performance is required. The fully-regulated bus direct 
energy transfer (FRDET) architecture is considered the most common solution for big 
satellites; however, it is rarely used in lean satellite designs because of its complexity and 
the lack of commercially off-the-shelf solutions. Based on this, a new implementation of 
the FRDET architecture was proposed, prototyped and evaluated. The system is based on 
a bidirectional converter that charge and discharge the battery while maintaining the bus 
voltage regulation. The system was evaluated by comparing it with the prevailing 
architectures in the field, in terms of efficiency and average harvested solar power per 
orbit. The proposed system was superior in both aspects which make it more suitable for 
its application in lean satellite designs. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The lean satellite concept was introduced in [1] as “a satellite that utilizes non-traditional, 
risk-taking development and management approaches with the aim to provide value of 
some kind to the customer at low-cost and without taking much time to realize the satellite 
mission”. This approach requires aggressive measures for reducing development time and 
resource utilization; therefore, a simple power system with low part count, high reliability 
and good electrical performance is required. In this work, electrical performance is 
defined as a combination of overall system efficiency and solar energy harvesting 
capability. 
The electrical power system of a satellite is the subsystem that takes care of the 
generation, storing, conditioning and distribution of the electrical power. It comprises: 
the solar array; the battery; the power conditioners; the distribution network and the 
system protections. The way in which these elements are interconnected is known as the 
power system architecture. 
The power system bus, from now onward referred as the bus, is the point of 
interconnection for the main components of the system. The main classification of power 
architectures is based on how the solar array are interfaced with the bus. If there is a power 
converter between the solar array and the bus the architecture is classified as Peak Power 
Tracking (PPT); on the other hand, if the connection between the solar panel and the bus 
is direct the architecture is classified as Direct Energy Transfer (DET). There is a 
subclassification based on the voltage of the bus, which can be Battery-Clamped, Sun-
Regulated, or Fully-Regulated. In Figure 1.1, block diagrams of the typical 
implementations are given and the names of the blocks are given in Table 1. 
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Figure 1.1. Block diagrams of power architectures. 
 
Table 1. Details of blocks included in Figure 1.1. 
Abbreviation Name 
BAT Battery 
BCR Battery charge regulator 
BDR Battery discharge regulator 
LDS Load 
PDU Power distribution unit 
PVA Phovoltaic array 
SAR Solar array regulator 
SHR Shunt regulator 
The most common configurations for lean satellites are the Battery-Clamped bus DET 
(BCDET) and the Battery-Clamped bus PPT (BCPPT). In big satellites the most common 
implementation is the Fully-Regulated bus DET (FRDET); although, it is rarely used in 
lean satellites. 
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A survey of pico- and nanosatellite power systems (1997-2009) was included in [2]. The 
distribution of the architectures according to this survey was 46% DET and 54% PPT. 
Among the power systems on the PPT classification only a 7% used an MPPT algorithm, 
the authors blame this to the complexity of the method. This has significantly changed 
since this survey was done, nowadays there are commercially off-the-shelf (COTS) 
converters that included an embedded MPPT algorithm and are commonly found in lean 
satellite projects. For example in [3], [4] and [5] the authors report that they used the ST 
Microelectronics SV1040 which is one of the most used COTS solutions for converters 
with embedded MPPT.  
In order to reveal the current distribution of the architecture implementations including 
their bus voltage subclassification, a survey of the university-class satellite launches 
during 2015 and 2016 was done by the author, the data is included in Table 2 and Table 
3 respectively, a summary is shown in Table 4. 
University-class projects were chosen because they normally document their designs and 
because they represent a 31% of the total launches as shown in Figure 1.2; however, it 
takes some time for the teams to fully document the projects and for that reason the data 
is not more recent. 
The distribution of the architecture implementations is the same for both 2015 and 2016, 
with 25% BCDET and 75% BCPPT. As can be seen there is a substantial change from 
the survey included in [2], which covered the years 1997-2009.  
It is remarkable that not even one University-class project used FRDET architecture in 
the chosen period, especially considering that this architecture is the standard in large 
spacecraft, including most communication satellites and the International Space Station 
(ISS). 
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Figure 1.2. Nanosatellites by organization. Taken from [6] 
 
Table 2. University-class satellite launches during 2015* 
Name Institution Arch. Ref. Size 
FIREBIRD-2C Montana State University / University of Nebraska BCDET [7] 1.5U 
FIREBIRD-2D Montana State University / University of Nebraska BCDET [7] 1.5U 
Psat A US Naval Academy BCDET [8] 3U 
USS Langley US Naval Academy BCPPT [9] 3U 
AAUSAT-5 Aalborg University BCPPT [10] 1U 
ARC-1 University of Alaska BCPPT [11] 1U 
BisonSat Salish Kootenai College BCPPT [12] 1U 
CADRE University of Michigan BCPPT [13] 3U 
MinXSS University of Colorado at Boulder BCPPT [14] 3U 
SNAPS Stanford University BCPPT [15] 0.25U 
Galassia National University of Singapore BCPPT [16] 2U 
VELOX-II Nanyang Technological University BCPPT [17] 6U 
*No data available for the following projects: AESP-14, CP-10, GRIFEX, BRICSat-P, Opticube-(1,2,3), 
S-CUBE, DUST-(1,2,3,4), KJSY-1, LilacSat-2, Smart, ZJ-1, LMRSTSat, PropCube-(1,3), BEVO-2. 
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Table 3. University-class satellite launches during 2016* 
Name Institution Arch. Ref. Size 
HORYU-4 Kyushu Institute of Technology BCPPT [18] 10kg 
AAUSAT4 Aalborg University BCPPT [10] 1U 
e-st@r-II Polytechnic University of Turin BCPPT [19] 1U 
OUTFI-1 University of Liège BCDET [20] 1U 
SamSat-218/D Samara State Aerospace University BCPPT [21] 3U 
BEESAT-4 Berlin Technical University BCPPT [22] 1U 
Sathyabamasat Sathyabama University BCPPT [23] 2U 
Swayam College of Engineering Pune BCPPT [24] 1U 
Aoxiang Zhixing Northwestern Polytechnical University BCPPT [25] 12U 
3CAT-2 Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya BCPPT [26] 6U 
PISat PES Institute of Technology BCDET [27] 5.3kg 
RAVAN Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory BCPPT [28] 3U 
Aoba-Velox-III Kyushu Institute of Technology BCPPT N/A 2U 
ITF-2 University of Tsukuba BCDET [29] 1U 
STARS-C Shizuoka University BCDET [30] 1U 
Waseda-SAT 3 Waseda University BCPPT [31] 1U 
*No data available for the following projects: TOMSK-TPU 120, Pratham, Opticube-4, EGG. 
FREEDOM project as no solar panels, only battery. 
 
Table 4. Summary of power architectures in university-class satellite launches 
during 2015 and 2016. 
Year Architecture Amount Percentage 
2015 
BCDET 3 25% 
BCPPT 9 75% 
2016 
BCDET 4 25% 
BCPPT 12 75% 
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1.1 Theoretical architecture comparison 
To explore the reasons behind the current distribution of power architectures usage in 
lean satellites, a comparison was made between the three main power architecture 
implementations (see Figure 1.3). It is focused on three aspects: 1) solar power harvesting 
capabilities; 2) efficiency; and 3) part count. A summary is included in Table 5. A critical 
failure mode comparison is included in Appendix A. 
Figure 1.3. Block diagrams of three main power architectures implementations. 
 
1.1.1 BCPPT 
In this implementation the BCR interfaces the PVA with the bus, while the battery is 
directly connected to the bus as shown in Figure 1.3.  The main function of the BCR is to 
operate the PVA in a certain power point according to the voltage of the battery. If the 
battery is not fully charged, the BCR will regulate the input voltage at either a fixed point 
or the maximum power point depending on whether the BCR has an internal MPPT 
algorithm or not. If the battery is fully charged, the BCR will regulate the voltage of the 
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battery to a certain safe value. To do so, it will increase the PVA voltage to a value closer 
or equal to the open circuit voltage, thus avoiding any excess energy production.  
The BCR enables the power system to harvest the maximum solar power; however, this 
is guaranteed only if the BCR includes an MPPT algorithm. In the case of fixed point 
BCRs, the chosen setpoint only guarantee maximum power at certain temperature and 
illumination conditions which at the same time will change with the degradation of the 
PVA. The bulk of the part count is in the BCR and its failure would result in a complete 
loss of the mission, so the reliability of this device is critical.   
During the eclipse periods of the orbit there is direct energy transfer from the battery to 
the loads which implies near 100% overall system efficiency during those periods. In 
contrast, during the sunlit period of the orbit, the energy from the PVA is transferred to 
the load and battery through the BCR; therefore, a lower efficiency is achieved during 
those periods.  
Nowadays, this is the preferred architecture in the field, as shown in the surveys included 
in the previous section. This increase in the use of BCPPT architectures can be due to: 1) 
larger or more complex missions that require to harvest the maximum available power; 
2) an extensive flight heritage of COTS BCRs that encourages new projects to choose the 
same solution; 3) the fact that several COTS BCR solutions include a proprietary 
embedded MPPT algorithm; and 4) the advance in technology that enables the 
manufacturers to produce BCRs that are more integrated, affordable and efficient. 
1.1.2 BCDET  
In this implementation the solar array and the battery are both connected to the bus as 
shown in Figure 1.3; therefore, the PVA power output is dependent on the state of charge 
(SOC) of the battery. The battery configuration and the PVA configuration shall be 
carefully chosen to have similar voltage levels, otherwise it can lead to low power 
scenarios. In all cases, the fully charged voltage of the battery shall be below the 
maximum power voltage of the PVA, this implies that it is not possible to harvest the 
maximum solar power. The lower the SOC of the battery the lower the harvested solar 
power will be.  
In this implementation there is no control over the power output of the PVA; therefore, 
excess power shall be dissipated in the SHR to prevent battery overcharging. In [6] they 
implemented this using a bipolar transistor in series with a power resistor and some analog 
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circuitry for control. In [13] they used power Zener diodes with a reverse breakdown 
voltage equal to the maximum allowed voltage of the battery and installed them in 
parallel. In general, these dissipation units are custom made and not well documented, 
which make it difficult to determine their flight heritage. The bulk of the part count is in 
the SHR, for that reason the reliability of this unit is critical. 
This architecture has only direct connections between the parts, so the overall efficiency 
of the system    is always close to unity independently of light conditions. Although the 
efficiency is high, this architecture cannot harvest the maximum solar energy as the 
operation point of the solar array is determined by the battery voltage. 
This implementation is preferred when the focus is on simplicity, but the trend shows a 
decrease in its use, which can be due to: 1) larger or more complex missions that require 
to harvest the maximum available power; and 2) lack of flight heritage and documentation 
of SHR solutions. 
1.1.3 FRDET 
In this implementation the PVA is directly connected to the bus while the battery is 
interfaced with the bus using two different regulators, a charge regulator and a discharge 
regulator, as shown in Figure 1.3. Since the bus is fully regulated the operational point of 
the PVA is fixed, forcing the system to have a dissipation unit to consume excess energy 
production when the battery is fully charged.   
The bus regulation enables the system to harvest maximum solar energy at certain 
conditions. MPPT algorithms can be implemented in the system controller. To 
successfully control the system, the controller needs to operate the BCR, the BDR and 
the SHR at the same time. This system is complex, with a higher and more distributed 
part count. However, even if the regulators fail and go offline the system will still operate 
during the sunlit periods.  
During the sunlit period of the orbit there is direct energy transfer between the PVA and 
the load, so a high efficiency is achieved during those periods. On the other hand, during 
the eclipse period of the orbit, the energy from the battery is transferred to the loads 
through the BDR and for that reason lower efficiency is achieved during those periods. 
This implementation is rarely used nowadays for lean satellites, this can be due to: 1) the 
complexity of the hardware, 2) the complexity of the control scheme; and 3) the lack of 
COTS solutions. 
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Table 5. Comparison of architecture implementations 
Architecture Advantages Disadvantages 
BCDET 
High efficiency always 
Low part count 
Cannot harvest maximum solar power 
Requires excess power dissipation 
BCPPT 
Can harvest maximum solar power 
High efficiency during eclipse time 
Low part count 
Extensive flight heritage of COTS BCRs 
Moderate complexity 
FRDET 
Can harvest maximum solar power 
High efficiency during sunlit time 
Higher part count 
Requires excess power dissipation 
 
1.2 A suitable FRDET implementation for lean satellites 
According to Figure 1.4, 85% of all nanosatellites launched since 1998, were launched in 
an orbit of about 300~800 km, the minimum inclination was 28.5°. Considering that 
eclipse duration decreases both with altitude and inclination, the maximum eclipse time 
for all these satellites is around 40% of the orbit; however, the average is much higher.    
Figure 1.4. Nanosatellite approximate orbits after launch. Taken from [6] 
 
For example, 23% of the nanosatellites were launched to the ISS orbit, in this orbit a 
typical beta angle variation during a year is shown in Figure 1.5 As can be seen in this 
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figure, the ISS spends 90% of the year with a solar beta angle between -60° and 60°, 
which means that during that 90% of the year the eclipse fraction is in the range of 25~39 
% of the orbit duration and the rest of the year the fraction is even smaller.  
Figure 1.5. Solar beta angle variation of the ISS over one year and eclipse fraction 
as a function of solar beta angle. Taken from [32] 
 
Since sunlit time is always longer for lean satellites, it makes sense to use an architecture 
that is more efficient during those times. Only the FRDET architecture can harvest 
maximum power and have high efficiency during sunlit time, which means that if the 
disadvantages of this architecture can be overcome, then the FRDET architecture may 
become a suitable option for a lean satellite power system.  
In this work, a lean implementation of the FRDET architecture (LFRDET) is proposed as 
an alternative to the typical implementation discussed before, a comparison of both 
implementations is shown in Figure 1.6. The proposed system is based on a digitally 
controlled bidirectional converter (BDC) that acts as an electrochemical cell (ECC) 
charger/discharger and bus voltage regulator. The key differences with the traditional 
implementation are that the BCR and BDR are substituted with an ECC+BDC module 
(EBM), and the SHR is eliminated. 
Figure 1.6. Comparison of FRDET implementations 
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The merits of the LFRDET architecture are as follows: 
• Reduction of part count: this is achieved by combining the BCR and BDR in a 
single BDC and by eliminating the SHR by using an excess energy management 
algorithm instead. 
• Simplification of control scheme: in the traditional FRDET implementation a 
coordinated control of the BDR, BCR and SHR was required; in contrast, in the 
LFRDET the controller only output is the duty cycle of the BDC, and the BDC  
dynamics are the same regardless of the direction of the current. This allows easy 
implementation of control algorithms such as the proposed energy management 
algorithm or and MPPT algorithm.  
• Modularity: the system has a modular unit called EBM which consist of one ECC 
and one BDC, this allows the user to choose the energy storage capacity that is 
required for each project, within certain design limits. 
• Electrochemical cell self-balance: if the ECCs of different EBMs have different 
state of charge, in time they will be automatically balanced regardless of whether 
they are being charged or discharged.  
The aims of this research are: 
• Implement a lean FRDET architecture based on a bidirectional converter. 
• Evaluate the performance of the LFRDET architecture by comparing it with the 
prevailing architecture implementations in the field of lean satellites.  
• Evaluate the excess energy management scheme of the LFRDET.  
• Test the ECC self-balance capabilities of the LFRDET.  
• Characterize the efficiency of the BDC and its dependence on the state of charge 
of the ECC.  
This thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 includes a literature review of previous applications of BDCs in satellites; then 
the topology and principle of operation of the BDC are described.   
Chapter 3 introduces the experimental methods, the required equipment and the 
prototypes that where developed for this work. The experiments are the following: 1) 
architecture comparison experiment; 2) excess energy management evaluation; 3) 
efficiency characterization; 4) electrochemical cell balance test.  
Chapter 5 contains the results of the experiments and their discussion. 
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Chapter 6 gives the conclusions, recommendations, and future work. The main findings 
are that 1) the FRDET and BCPPT architectures have excellent electrical performance 
being higher in the FRDET case;  2) the excess energy management strategy for the 
proposed FRDET implementation was successful; 3) the BDC exhibit an efficiency of 
94~98% when the minimum allowed ECC voltage is set to 3V; 4) the proposed FRDET 
implementation can automatically balance the state of charge of the electrochemical cells. 
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2 BIDIRECTIONAL CONVERTER 
IMPLEMENTATION. 
This chapter starts with a literature review of previous applications of BDCs in satellites; 
then the topology and principle of operation of the BDC are described.  
2.1 Previous applications of BDCs in satellites 
The first mention of a BDC application in satellites is given in [33], the architecture is a 
FRDET intended for an earth observation satellite, the converter is a bidirectional buck 
converter that works as a charger/discharger. The BDC is implemented as an interleaved 
solution with four different stages, each one 90 degrees out of phase with the previous. It 
includes an input filter to protect the solar panels from the pulsating nature of the input 
current, this effect is also reduced with the interleaved operation because at any instant 
there are at least two stages that are either sinking or sourcing current to the input. Details 
of the topology are shown in Figure 2.1. 
Figure 2.1. Four-phase interleaved BDC. Taken from [33]. 
 
A more recent application of a BDC as charger/discharger can be found in [34], the 
architecture is a FRPPT intended for it use in small scientific satellites with medium 
voltage buses, around 50V. The main advantage of the system is the possibility to use 
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batteries that have parallel-only configurations, which eliminates the need for balancing 
between different cells. A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2.2.  The BDC 
topology is a three-phase interleaved bidirectional buck which is modified to achieve a 
three time higher voltage conversion ratio with the addition of two capacitors, as shown 
in Figure 2.3. Theoretically, the regulation of the bus could have been achieved with the 
BCD only; however, the authors included a unidirectional converter in series with the 
solar array which suggest an important difference between the voltage of the array and 
the voltage of the bus, although this was not directly stated in their work. 
Figure 2.2. FRPPT architecture with single-cell battery. Taken from [34]. 
 
 
Figure 2.3. Bidirectional converter topology. Taken from [34]. 
 
In [35], a BDC converter was used in series with the solar panels in a BCPPT architecture. 
This is not a charger/discharger application, instead is a balancing application, the main 
purpose is to maintain the state of charge (SOC) of the batteries in a similar level. The 
author did not explain why this balance is desirable in batteries that are not 
interconnected. The system has 7 possible modes of operation. A block diagram of the 
system is shown in Figure 2.4. 
There are other works in which a charge/discharge operation is achieved, but that cannot 
be classified as bidirectional converters but as multi-input multi-output (MIMO) 
converters, such as [36], [37] and [38]. In these three cases the architecture is a FRDET 
and the solutions are intended to be used in big satellites. They all have a unidirectional 
input port for the solar array, a bidirectional input/output port for the battery and one or 
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more load outputs ports. This type of converter is out of the scope of this work and for 
that reason no further details are discussed.  
Figure 2.4. Three BDC configuration for cooperative control. Taken from [35]. 
 
2.2 Principle of operation of the chosen BDC solution 
The BDC is realized by using a synchronous bi-directional buck converter (SBBC) and a 
controller unit (COU) comprised of a MOSFET driver IC (MFD) and a microcontroller 
unit (MCU) as shown in Figure 2.5.  
Figure 2.5. Chosen BDC solution. 
 
Any synchronous buck converter is bidirectional; however, the body diode of a MOSFET 
is just a consequence of its structure and it is not suitable to be used as a freewheeling 
diode. Taking this into account, the proposed topology includes external Schottky diodes 
as freewheeling diodes, as also shown in Figure 2.5. 
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An ideal synchronous operation implies that whenever one gate is high the other is low; 
however, this transition is not instantaneous and there is risk of both MOSFET conducting 
at the same time. To prevent this, the MOSFET driver IC generates a small delay between 
the moment one gate goes from high to low and the other goes from low to high, this 
delay is known as dead-time. 
When this converter is operating in forward direction it has four different intervals as 
follows: 
1. During the first interval (Figure 2.6a) only the upper MOSFET is on. The current 
flows from input to output, increasing as the inductor stores energy. 
2. In the second interval (Figure 2.6b) both MOSFETs are off (dead-time), the 
inductor forward biases the freewheeling diode and its current start decreasing as 
its energy is transferred to the output. 
3. During the third interval (Figure 2.6c) the lower MOSFET is turned on giving a 
low resistance path to the current that keeps flowing to the output. 
4. The fourth interval (Figure 2.6d) also occurs during dead-time and it is equivalent 
to the second. 
Figure 2.6. Detail of operation intervals in forward direction: (a) 1st interval; (b) 
2nd interval; (c) 3rd interval; (d) 4th interval 
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When the converter is working in reverse direction it has four different intervals described 
as follows: 
1. During the first interval (Figure 2.7a) only the upper MOSFET is on. The current 
flows from output to input, decreasing as the inductor give away its energy. 
2. In the second interval (Figure 2.7b) both MOSFETs are off (dead-time), the 
inductor forward biases the freewheeling diode and its energy keep transferring to 
the input. 
3. During the third interval (Figure 2.7c) the lower MOSFET is turned on, the current 
flows through the inductor, increasing as the inductor stores energy. 
4. The fourth interval (Figure 2.7d) also occurs during dead-time and it is equivalent 
to the second. 
Figure 2.7. Detail of operation intervals in reverse direction: (a) 1st interval; (b) 2nd 
interval; (c) 3rd interval; (d) 4th interval 
 
Idealized versions of the corresponding waveforms for both directions are shown in 
Figure 2.8. The first waveform P is the PWM signal of duty cycle D and period T coming 
from the MCU and into the MFD. The second and third waveforms G1 and G2 are the 
upper and lower MOSFET gate signals provided by the MFD, for details see Figure 2.5. 
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For each operational mode, three waveforms are shown: the inductor voltage vL; the 
output current ibat; and the input current and ibus.  
Figure 2.8. DBC waveforms 
 
The inductor volt-second balance principle states that, during steady state operation, the 
average value of the inductor voltage shall be zero. Using the parameters of Table 6 and 
ignoring the losses, this principle is applied to this converter as follows: 
 
Solving for Vbat, the voltage transfer function is obtained, being: 
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Considering that both the on and off dead-times are very small in comparison with the 
period T, a simplified bidirectional transfer function can be obtained as follows: 
 
Having very similar transfer characteristics in both directions enables this converter to 
seamlessly slide between the two operation modes, this is important because it allows the 
converter controller to have a single control algorithm regardless of the operating mode. 
It is important to clarify that the forward operating mode correspond to the charge of the 
ECC and the reverse mode correspond to the discharge.  
Table 6. Definition of parameters during bidirectional operation 
Interval Parameter Equation 
(a) 
duration 𝐷 ⋅ 𝑇 − 𝑡𝑜𝑛 
vL (forward) 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠 − 𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡 
vL (reverse) 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠 − 𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡 
(b) 
duration 𝑡𝑜𝑛 
vL (forward) −𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡 
vL (reverse) 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠 − 𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡 
(c) 
duration 𝐷 ⋅ 𝑇 − 𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 
vL (forward) −𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡 
vL (reverse) −𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡 
(d) 
duration 𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 
vL (forward) −𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡 
vL (reverse) 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠 − 𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡 
 
A disadvantage of this topology is the discontinuous input current as shown in Figure 2.8. 
In case correction is required, this can be done with a LC input filter. In this work, no 
filter was added to the input. An analysis of possible failure modes for the BDC is done 
in Appendix A. 
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
This chapter starts with a description of the fabricated prototypes, then each experiment 
is explained in the same order is presented in the results, that is: 1) architecture 
comparison experiment; 2) excess energy management evaluation; 3) electrochemical 
cell self-balance test; 4) efficiency characterization of the BDC. 
3.1 Fabricated prototypes 
For the experiments, two prototype boards were fabricated: a multi-architecture board; 
and a double EBM LFRDET architecture.  
3.1.1 Multiarchitecture prototype board 
The multi-architecture board (Figure 3.1) was developed to perform the comparisons 
between the LFRDET and the two prevailing architectures in the field of lean satellites, 
namely, the BCDET and the BCPPT.  It was designed in such a way that it contains all 
the elements necessary to be configured in any of these three architectures by changing a 
set of jumpers as shown in Figure 3.2. Details of the components are included in Table 7. 
Figure 3.1. Multi-architecture prototype board 3D model 
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Figure 3.2. Possible configurations for the multi-architecture prototype board
 
Table 7. Multi-architecture board components 




BAT PANASONIC NCR18650B (2p) Nom: 3.6V; 3200mAh 
VCS 
Allegro Microsystems ACS723LLCTR-05AB-T ±5A; 200mV/A 
N/A N/A Direct voltage signal  
DAQ National Instruments USB-6211 16 AI; 2AO; 4 DI; 4 DO 
COU 
Microchip PIC16F1786-ISP 8-bit; 32MHz; 16KB Flash 
Texas Instruments TPS28225 Synchronous MOSFET Driver 
BDC Two interleaved synchronous bidirectional buck converters in parallel (see Chapter 2) 
N/A 
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3.1.2 Double EBM LFRDET prototype board 
The LFRDET prototype board (Figure 3.3) was developed to obtain a more realistic and 
modular LFRDET EPS. A block diagram is included in Figure 3.4. Details of the 
components are given in Table 8. 
Figure 3.3. Double EBM LFRDET prototype board 3D model 
 
 
Table 8. Double EBM LFRDET board components 




ECC PANASONIC NCR18650B Nom: 3.6V; 3200mAh 
VCS 
Allegro Microsystems ACS723LLCTR-05AB-T ±5A; 200mV/A 
N/A N/A Direct voltage signal  
BDC One synchronous bidirectional buck converter (see Chapter 2) 
 
USB-6211 
16 AI; 2AO; 4 DI; 4 DO 
COU 
Microchip PIC16F1786-ISP 8-bit; 32MHz; 16KB Flash 
Texas Instruments TPS28225 Synchronous MOSFET Driver 
CCU Microchip PIC16F1786-ISP 8-bit; 32MHz; 16KB Flash 
R5.0 
Linear Technology LTC3112 
Output set to 5V 
R3.3 Output set to 3.3V 
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Figure 3.4. Block diagram of the double EBM LFRDET prototype board 
 
3.1.3 BDC control for both prototypes 
The BDC converter is controlled by the MCU included in the COU. The MCU measures 
the voltage in the input of the BCD (Vbus) and compare it to the setpoint (Vref). The setpoint 
itself can be modified by the excess energy algorithm or an MPPT algorithm for example. 
A very simple digital PI controller is implemented in the MCU to approximate the sensed 
voltage to the setpoint, it actuates by modifying the duty cycle of the PWM signal that 
goes into the MOSFET driver and from there to the upper and lower MOSFET gates of 
the synchronous BDC. A block diagram is given in Figure 3.5. 
Figure 3.5. Discrete PI controller inside the MCU 
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An important challenge for both prototypes is the excess energy management. For that 
purpose, an algorithm is implemented in the COU in the case of the multi-architecture 
prototype and in the CCU in case of the double EBM LFRDET prototype.  Details are 
shown in Figure 3.6. The controller is constantly sensing Vbat and if it detects that this 
voltage is above the fully-charged voltage (Vfc) it will modify the duty cycle to increase 
Vbus, thus reducing the harvested solar power and consequently maintaining Vbat under 
Vfc. If the microcontroller detects that Vbat is below a certain safe voltage (Vsl) it will 
reduce Vbus until it reaches again the desired voltage setpoint (Vset). In the double EBM 
FRDET prototype, Vbat corresponds to the highest voltage of the two ECCs of the 
connected EBMs, but since these two ECCs are self-balanced, this value is expected to 
be very similar for both ECCs if enough time have passed after they were installed in the 
board.  
Figure 3.6. Excess energy management algorithm 
 
3.2 Architectures comparison experiment 
In this work, a DET with fully regulated bus architecture (FRDET) based on a BDC is 
proposed as an alternative to the commonly used architectures, the DET with battery 
clamped bus (BCDET) and the PPT with battery clamped bus (BCPPT). Consequently, a 
direct comparison between these three architectures under the same conditions was done 
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to evaluate the performance of the proposed solution. The multi-architecture prototype 
was used in for this purpose (Figure 3.7). All the tests were designed to imitate a 1U 
CubeSat in an orbit equal to that of the ISS and tumbling in all axes at constant rates.  
To ensure that the experiments were comparable, these three characteristics were set to 
be equal for all tests: 1) the PVA illumination conditions, 2) the load power profile, 3) the 
initial open circuit voltage (OCV) of the BAT. 
A solar array simulator (SAS) was used to simulate the PVA. An electronic load (ELO) 
was used to simulate the total consumption of all the loads. Both instruments were 
controlled with a period of one second using Standard-Commands-for-Programmable-
Instruments (SCPI) [39]. The battery (BAT) consists of two Li-Ion cells in parallel. The 
rest of the test setup is detailed in Figure 3.2. Details of the equipment are included in 
Table 9. 
Figure 3.7. Multi-architecture prototype board and DAQ 
 
Table 9. Equipment details for the architecture comparison experiment 




SAS KEYSIGHT E4360A Max: 600W;5A; 130V 
ELO KIKUSUI PLZ164WA Max: 165W; 33A; 150V 
DAQ National Instruments USB-6211 16 AI; 2AO; 4 DI; 4 DO 
3.2.1 SAS setup and control 
The following assumptions were used for the simulation of the illumination conditions in 
orbit and the configuration of the SAS: 
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1. The orbital parameters of the ISS were used (400 km of altitude, 51.6 deg of 
inclination). 
2. The date of the simulation was September 23rd of 2018, which corresponds to the 
autumn equinox. 
3. The rotation was considered constant in all axes with x=0.2 deg/s, y=0.1 deg/s and 
z=0.2 deg/s. 
4. The configuration of the PVA was 2s5p, with 2 solar cells in series per each face 
in x, -x, y, -y and z. 
5. The irradiance was assumed to be constant an equal to 1367 W/m2. 
6. The chosen solar cell model was AZURSPACE 3G30A. 
7. The open circuit voltage (Voc) and the maximum power voltage (Vmp) of the solar 
cell were assumed to be constant. Variations with solar incidence angle and 
temperature were ignored. 
8. The short circuit current (Isc) and the maximum power current (Imp) of the solar 
cell were assumed to be directly proportional to the cosine of the solar incidence 
angle. 
9. The base configuration of the SAS was 2s3p. 
Although it is known that Vmp is strongly affected by temperature, the variation was 
ignored because it would affect all three architectures in a similar way, and for that reason, 
it was not expected to affect the comparison, which was made with a dimensionless figure 
of merit introduced later in this chapter. 
The chosen date provides the shortest possible sunlit time which is the worst condition 
for the FRDET architecture because its efficiency is theoretically higher during the sunlit 
period of the orbit. This has been done to ensure that any conclusions arising from the 
results of this work can be generalized to any other date in the year.  
Table 10. AZURSPACE 3G30A datasheet data1. 
Configuration-> 1cell 2s3p (6 cells) 
Voc (V) 2.69 5.38 
Isc (A) 0.52 1.56 
Vmp (V) 2.41 4.82 
Imp (A) 0.50 1.51 
ηsc (%) 29.3 29.3 
A (cm2) 30.18 181.08 
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The maximum available solar cell power at each instant is given by: 
 
where Psc is the maximum available power of the solar cell, GSC is the solar constant, δ is 
the sunlight flag (sunlight=1, eclipse=0), θ is the solar incidence angle, Asc is the solar 
cell area and ηsc is the efficiency of the solar cell. This is only valid for incidence angles 
from -90 deg to 90 deg. 
Taking into consideration that a maximum of three faces can receive illumination at the 
same time, the available power of the solar array is: 
 
where N is the number of solar cells per face and the subscripts a, b, and c identify the 
three illuminated faces at that instant. 
In order to obtain a more useful expression, the available PVA power was normalized 
using, as maximum value, the PVA power that will be obtained if three faces with two 
solar cells each were illuminated at maximum incidence (θ = 0) that is: 
 
 This new normalized relation is given by: 
 
 where pcos is called the pseudo-cosine and represent a normalized average of the 
contributions of all faces multiplied by the sunlight flag. Using this relation Equation 7 
was reduced to: 
 
 Having obtained this relation, a simulation was run to obtain the pseudo-cosine every 
second for one orbital period using the previously mentioned assumptions, the result is 
shown in Figure 3.8. Finally, the SAS was controlled by sending the following four 
parameters every second: 
 
Figure 3.8. Pseudo-cosine simulation results for one orbital period 
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The SAS received these parameters and used them to define its internal IV curve, its 
actual power output will depend of the bias voltage imposed by the system at each instant.  
As an example, a set of curves for different pcos values is shown in Figure 11, these 
curves were calculated using the same equations that the manufacturer uses [20].  
Figure 3.9. Relation between the pseudo-cosine and the IV curve of the SAS 
 
3.2.2 ELO setup and control 
A distribution of the consumed power over an orbital period was generated to control the 
ELO. Five operation modes were defined as shown in Table 11. The distribution of those 
operation modes is shown in Figure 3.10. 
During the experiments, the ELO was set in constant power (CP) mode and was controlled 
every second by sending the corresponding CP value according to Figure 3.10. 
Table 11. Operation modes    
Configuration Power (W) Dur.(s) Rate1 
Stand-by (SB) 0.58 65 N/A 
Beacon (BE) 0.78 30 28 
Mission 1 (M1) 3.84 400 2 
Mission 2 (M2) 1.35 200 3 
Mission 3 (M3) 1.15 300 3 
1Ocurrences per orbital period  
Figure 3.10. Load power profile per orbital period 
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3.2.3 BAT preparation 
Every set of experiments was done with the same initial OCV of the BAT. If the effects 
of aging, cycling and temperature between each experiment are ignored, having the same 
OCV implies that the SOC is also the same. Each experiment was carried out at two 
different BAT OCVs, this was done because there are two important variables that are 
affected by this voltage: 
1. In the BCDET case the harvested solar power is dependent on the voltage of the 
BAT, the higher the SOC the higher the harvested solar power. 
2. In the BCPPT and FRDET case, the duty cycle of the converter is dependent on 
the voltage of the battery. A highest duty cycle means more conduction losses and 
consequently a lower efficiency.  
To achieve this the BAT was prepared before each experiment according to the procedure 
shown in Figure 3.11. A charger/discharger system developed by the authors [40] was 
used for this purpose.  
Figure 3.11. BAT preparation flow diagram 
 
3.2.4 Measurements and calculations 
3.2.4.1 Average system efficiency 
The efficiency was calculated every second using two different cases, if the cell is being 
charged PBAT is positive and the ratio is: 
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if the cell is being discharged PBAT is negative and the relation is: 
 
 The average efficiency was calculated by adding up the instantaneous efficiency values 
over one orbital period as follows: 
 
 where To, is the orbital period in seconds. 
3.2.4.2 Average relative harvested solar power 
The harvested solar power was calculated every second using the voltage and current 
measurements from VCS1 as follows: 
 
The average harvested solar power was calculated by adding up the harvested solar power 
values over one orbital period as follows: 
 
 The maximum solar power is the power that could be harvested from the SAS at its 
maximum power point, and can be calculated as follows: 
 
Its average over an orbital period is given by: 
 
This maximum value was used to normalize the power input of the three architectures as 
follows: 
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3.2.4.3 Figure of merit 
To compare the three different architectures under consideration in this work, a figure of 
merit was defined by combining the average system efficiency (η) and the average relative 
harvested solar power (RHSP) as follows: 
 
 where Wη is called weighted efficiency. 
3.2.4.4 Uncertainty 
All the numerical results in this work originate either from a current or voltage 
measurements. The current sensor of VCS reports an uncertainty of ± 2% [41], the voltage 
signal originated form that sensor is then measured by the DAQ which has an uncertainty 
of ± 0.03% [42]. The VCS voltage signal is directly measured by the DAQ. The 
uncertainty propagation rules are then applied to the calculations to obtain the uncertainty 
of each numerical result as shown in Table 12. 
Table 12. Uncertainty of measurements and calculations  
Description Symbol Uncertainty 
Voltage V ±0.03% 
Current I ±2.03% 
Power P ±2.03% 
Efficiency η ±2.87% 
Harvested solar power RHSP ±2.03% 
Weighted efficiency Wη ±3.52% 
 
3.2.4.5 Unmeasured power dissipation of the controller unit 
The COU consist of two devices: 1) a microcontroller; and 2) a synchronous MOSFET 
driver IC. These devices dissipate power during the operation of the BDC but this power 
is not measured in the experiments because it is considered to be a small contribution to 
the stand-by consumption of the system and because it was provided by an external 5V 
line. An approximation of the COU consumption is included in Table 13. 
Table 13. COU power dissipation estimation  
Device Description Power (mW) Conditions 
PIC16F1786 8-bit Microcontroller 12 FOSC 16MHz, HFINTOSC mode [43] 
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TPS28225 Dual MOSFET driver 100 125 kHz; 50nC [44] 
COU Total 112 PIC16F1786 + TPS28225 
3.3 Excess energy management evaluation 
This evaluation was done to test the excess energy algorithm shown in Figure 3.6. The 
objective is to ensure that the excess energy management scheme of the LFRDET can 
avoid a BAT overcharge. The BAT was charged with a CC-CV scheme with CV= 4.2V 
and EOC = 500mA, this gave a corresponding OCV of approximate 4.17 V. The load 
profile was modified as shown in Figure 3.12 to have periods of high load power (M1) 
followed by periods of low load power (SB and BE) in order to see the reaction of the 
algorithm to these sudden changes when the battery is fully charged.  
Figure 3.12. Load profile over an orbital period for excess energy management test 
 
The SAS configuration and the measurements were the same described in the previous 
experiment.  
3.4 Electrochemical cell self-balance test 
This test was done to demonstrate the self-balance capabilities of the double EBM 
LFRDET prototype (Figure 3.13). To do so a fully charged ECC was installed in one of 
the EBMs and a fully discharge ECC was installed in the other. The SAS profile was the 
same that was used in the architecture comparison experiment. The ELO was set to a 
constant power of 1.45 W which is the average power given by the SAS in one orbit, in 
this way an overall balance is achieved thus avoiding the risk of overcharging or 
overdischarging the ECCs in a long test. 
3.5 Efficiency characterization of the BDC 
Since the proposed system is intended to be a modular solution, it is important to 
determine the efficiency characteristics of the BDC under different load conditions and 
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different charge levels of the ECC. With this information, an efficiency rated range can 
be determined for the EBMs.  
Both the charge and discharge cases were considered: 
• Charge: for this case, a fully discharged ECC (0% SOC) was installed in the EBM 
and was charged to and EOC voltage of 4.2V using a constant SAS power. The 
efficiency and charged capacity were measured every second, from that data, the 
relation between efficiency and SOC can be obtained. Two data sets were 
obtained, one for a constant ELO power of 4.8W and other for a power of 7.2W. 
• Discharge: for this case, a fully charged ECC (0% DOD) was installed in the EBM 
and was discharged to an EOD voltage of 2.5V using a constant ELO power. The 
efficiency and discharged capacity were measured every second, from that data, 
the relation between efficiency and DOD can be obtained. Two data sets were 
obtained, one for a constant SAS power of 4.8W and other for a power of 7.2W. 
The double EBM LFRDET prototype (Figure 3.13) was used for these experiments.  
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter includes the results and discussion of four different experiments: 1) 
architecture comparison experiment; 2) excess energy management evaluation; 3) 
electrochemical cell self-balance test; 4) efficiency characterization of the BDC. 
4.1 Architectures comparison 
One of the aims of this research is to evaluate the electrical performance of the proposed 
FRDET architecture implementation for its use in lean satellite projects. This was done 
by comparing it with the common implementations of two widely used architectures in 
the field: the BCDET and the BCPPT. 
Figure 4.1. SAS harvested power for initial OCV of: (a) 4.0 V ; (b) 3.5 V. 
 
The harvested SAS power for each experiment is shown in Figure 4.1 and the SAS voltage 
is shown in Figure 4.2. In the case of the BCPPT and FRDET architectures the SAS 
voltage is regulated close to Vmp and for that reason the voltage profiles are overlapping 
in Figure 4.2. Because the SAS voltage was similar for the BCPPT and the FRDET, the 
harvested solar power is also similar and close to the maximum solar power (PMPP), this 
can be seen in Figure 4.1 as both SAS power profiles are overlapping.  For the previously 
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stated reasons, for the BCPPT and the FRDET architectures the RHSP is similar to 1 as 
seen in Table 14. In contrast, in the case of the BCDET the SAS is biased by the voltage 
of the BAT. The higher this voltage is, the higher the harvested power will be, this can be 
observed in Table 14. It is important to clarify that since the maximum voltage of the 
BAT (4.2 V) is below Vmp, it is not possible to harvest the maximum power of the SAS 
with the BCDET architecture. These results confirm the theoretical comparative analysis 
summarized in Table 5.   
Figure 4.2. SAS voltage for initial OCV of: (a) 4.0 V; (b) 3.5 V. 
 
The instantaneous power dissipated by the ELO over one orbital period is shown in Figure 
4.3 and a summary of the load conditions is included in Table 14. For each experiment, 
the setpoint value sent to the ELO every second was the same; however, the setup was 
different, this led to differences in the input noise and input impedance in the ELO which 
can explain the small differences in the measured values. Let us consider the differences 
in the three configurations: 1) the FRDET case is the best case in terms of noise, the SAS 
output is well filtered, and the BAT is pure DC; 2) in the BCPPT case, the ELO is 
connected to the output of the BDC, which means that it is affected by inductor current 
ripple noise; and 3) in the FRDET case, the ELO is connected to the input of the BDC 
which means that it is affected by the discontinuous nature of its input current which also 
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causes a ripple in the input of the ELO. Even with these differences the ELO power profile 
was still similar for all the experiments as can be observed in Figure 4.3. 
Figure 4.3. ELO dissipated power for initial OCV of: (a) 4.0 V; (b) 3.5 V. 
 
The power balance of the BAT over one orbital period is shown in Figure 4.4. For the 
sake of clarity, an orange line that indicates zero watts was included in the BAT power 
balance plots. If the power value is above the orange line, it means the BAT is being 
charged. A power value below the orange line means that the BAT is being discharged.  
In the BCDET and BCPPT architectures the BAT is simply clamped to the bus; in 
contrast, in the FRDET architecture the BDC is located between the BAT and the bus; 
however, as can be seen in Figure 4.4, the transition between charge and discharge is 
seamlessly in all three architectures. 
The effect of the lower power harvesting capabilities of the BCDET architecture can be 
observed in Figure 4.4. The amount of power that the BAT receives during sunlit time is 
always lower than in the other two architectures and the amount of power that it gives 
during that same period is higher. The lower the BAT voltage, the worse this effect will 
be as can be seen in this same figure. It can be stated that, in the case of the BCDET 
architecture, as the BAT get more discharged it gets harder to recharged it.  
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Figure 4.4. BAT power balance for initial OCV of: (a) 4.0 V; (b) 3.5 V. 
 
For the BCPPT and the FRDET architectures the power balance of the BAT is similar. 
Since the harvested solar energy is the maximum possible in both cases and the load 
profiles are equal in both cases this behavior is expected. The differences arise in very 
specific operational conditions that will be analyzed later in terms of efficiency.   
The instantaneous efficiency is shown in Figure 4.5. A summary of results for each 
experiment is presented in Table 14. The theoretical efficiency of the BCDET architecture 
is equal to 1 because there are only direct connections between the elements of the system 
(see Figure 3.2.a). As can be seen in Figure 4.5 it oscillates around that value and finally, 
its average value is 1 as shown in Table 14. It was observed that when the load power 
was higher (see Figure 4.3) the efficiency of the BCDET architecture went below 1, this 
may indicate that there is a small power loss in the power traces of the multi-architecture 
prototype that becomes relevant as the power demand increases. This was considered for 
the fabrication of the double EBM LFRDET prototype by increasing the width of the 
power traces. 
For the BCPPT architecture, the efficiency during eclipse was expected to be close to 1 
because during that period the energy transfer between the BAT and the ELO is direct 
(see Figure 3.2.b); however, it was assumed that the internal consumption of the elements 
of the BDC in that condition was insignificant and in the current setup it cannot be 
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measured. As can be observed in Figure 4.5 that was not the case; instead, this internal 
consumption of the BDC was significant when compared with the Stand-by and Beacon 
operation modes of the ELO (see Figure 4.3) and that resulted in an efficiency of 80∼81 
% for the Stand-by mode and 83∼85 % for the Beacon mode during eclipse. It was 
different when the ELO was in the Mission 1 operation mode, in that case the efficiency 
was increased to 96∼97 %, during that same period the efficiency of the FRDET was 
lower, this is the expected behavior according to the theory. This means that the internal 
consumption of the elements of the BDC became insignificant when compared to that 
operation mode. This effect could have been eliminated by using a diode in the output of 
the BDC in the BCPPT case, thus making the converter unidirectional; however, this 
would significantly affect the overall efficiency of the system during the sunlit period and 
for that reason it was discarded.  
Figure 4.5. System efficiency for initial OCV of: (a) 4.0 V; (b) 3.5 V. 
 
During the illuminated period the FRDET architecture efficiency was expected to be 
higher than the BCPPT architecture efficiency because in that period the FRDET 
architecture has direct energy transfer from the SAS to the ELO (see Figure 3.2.c). As 
expected, it was higher during the whole period. Nevertheless, it is still important to 
analyze the cases in which the BCPPT and FRDET architectures had similar efficiencies. 
That occurred when the BAT was supplying most of the power the ELO demanded 
because the SAS output power was low. Since the BCPPT architecture has direct energy 
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transfer between the BAT and the ELO that increased its efficiency in this condition as 
shown in Figure 4.5 around minute 10 and again around minute 27. 
During eclipse, the FRDET architecture efficiency showed different behavior for each 
OCV level. In the case of the 4.0 V OCV the efficiency during the Stand-by and Beacon 
modes oscillated around 85∼95 %, in the 3.5 V case it oscillated around 90∼95 % for 
those same modes. This can be explained considering that: (a) during eclipse, the system 
efficiency is equal to that of the BDC; (b) the SB and BE modes are low power modes; 
(b) at light loads, the BDC converter enters into a condition called discontinuous 
conduction mode which is known to reduce its efficiency. 
Table 14 Architectures comparison’s results summary  
OCV Architecture PELO [W] η   RHSP   Wη 
4.0 V 
BCDET 1.31 ± 0.03 1.00 ± 0.03 0.86 ± 0.02 0.86 ± 0.03 
BCPPT 1.32 ± 0.03 0.90 ± 0.03 1.01 ± 0.02 0.92 ± 0.03 
FRDET 1.36 ± 0.03 0.93 ± 0.03 1.01 ± 0.02 0.94 ± 0.03 
3.5 V 
BCDET 1.30 ± 0.03 1.00 ± 0.03 0.76 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.03 
BCPPT 1.31 ± 0.03 0.90 ± 0.03 0.99 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.03 
FRDET 1.36 ± 0.03 0.95 ± 0.03 1.02 ± 0.02 0.96 ± 0.03 
4.2 Excess energy management evaluation 
One aim of this research was to evaluate the excess energy management scheme of the 
proposed FRDET implementation. This was done using a fully charged battery and a load 
scheme that simulates a series of alternating low- and high-power scenarios. The SAS 
profile is the same that was used in the architecture comparison experiment.  
The ELO profile consists of a repetition of a high-power period followed by low-power 
period as shown in Figure 4.6a. The voltage of the BAT starts around 4.05 V and 
decreases as it provides power to the load. After the ELO goes to a low-power state the 
BAT starts charging but when its voltage reaches 4.15 V the algorithm starts modifying 
the duty cycle to increase the SAS voltage setpoint as can be seen in Figure 4.6c, this 
reduces the harvested power from the SAS as can be seen in that same figure. The 
algorithm continues its control of the SAS voltage, reducing or increasing the setpoint to 
maintain the voltage of the BAT below 4.15 V. This continues until the ELO enters a 
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high-power mode again, in that moment, the BAT voltage is reduced and the SAS voltage 
setpoint is constantly reduced until it reaches the lower limit of 4.8 V. This process is 
repeated until the eclipse period starts.  
As can be seen in Figure 4.6b the BAT voltage never exceeds the set value of 4.15V 
because of the successful control of the excess management algorithm. 
Figure 4.6. Excess energy experiment results: (a) ELO power; (b) SAS voltage and 
power; (b) BAT voltage and power. 
 
4.3 Electrochemical cells self-balance test 
This test was done to demonstrate the ECC self-balance capabilities of the double EBM 
LFRDET prototype by installing a fully charge ECC in one EBM and a fully discharge 
cell in the other. 
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In the beginning the unbalance state of the two ECCs is clear, the cell 1 is being 
discharged while the cell 2 is being charged and their voltages are clearly different. As 
time goes by a tendency to balance is clear, and eventually, around 200 minutes the 
differences are minimal, finally around 250 minutes the two ECCs are completely 
balanced. 
This behaviour can be advantageous for lean satellite projects because all the time that it 
is normally spend matching and balancing the ECCs for a battery is not needed anymore 
and the safety concerns that arise from accidental connection of unbalanced cells are 
eliminated.   
Figure 4.7. Cell self-balance experiment results: (a) SAS and ELO current; (b) 
current of the cells; (b) voltage of the cells. 
 
4.4 Characterization of efficiency  
One of the aims of this research was to characterize the efficiency of BDC and its 
dependence on the state of charge of the electrochemical cell. This was done both for the 
charge and discharge process of the cell.   
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Figure 4.8. Characterization of efficiency for different percentages of battery SOC 
during charge 
 
When the cell is being charged it can be observed that the efficiency is increasing with 
the SOC of the cell as shown in Figure 4.8a, it is clear that this is directly related with the 
decrease in conduction losses that occurs as a result of a lower current as shown in Figure 
4.8b, comparing both output power levels it is also clear that a lower Pout results in a 
higher efficiency for that same reason, a decrease in conduction losses. In both cases the 
efficiency was very high, around 96∼100 %.  
It should be noted that the final SOC is lower for Pout = 7.2W. The higher current of the 
cell makes it reach the end-of-charge voltage of 4.2V with less charge due to a higher 
voltage drop in the internal resistance of the cell. 
When the cell is being discharged it can be observed that from 0∼80% DOD there is a 
similar decrease rate in the efficiency as the DOD increases; however, after that the 
efficiency decreases at a much higher rate and can be observed in both output power 
levels. This is due to the electrochemical characteristics of the cell in the area below 3V 
in which this behavior is observed [45].  The efficiency range for both output power levels 
was around 87∼98%; however, if the low voltage level of the cell is set to 3V this will 
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give a range of 94∼98% efficiency with a loss of an estimate of 15% of capacity. This 
decision can be part of the trade-offs of this system when used in a lean satellite project.  
Figure 4.9. Characterization of efficiency for different percentages of battery DOD 
during discharge 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
At the beginning of this work, it was revealed that the traditional implementation of the 
FRDET is rarely used nowadays for lean satellite designs. It was theorized that the reason 
for this is: 1) the complexity of the hardware, 2) the complexity of the control scheme; 
and 3) the lack of COTS solutions. Based on this, a lean implementation of the FRDET 
architecture (LFRDET) was proposed, prototyped, and evaluated. The proposed 
implementation is based on a digitally controlled bidirectional converter (BDC) that acts 
as a battery charger/discharger and bus voltage regulator. Both the hardware and the 
control scheme have low complexity in the proposed solution. 
The LFRDET implementation was evaluated in terms of its efficiency and harvested solar 
power by comparing it with the most common architectures in the field: the BCDET and 
BCPPT. The BCDET architecture showed the highest average efficiency. The BCDET is 
followed by the LFRDET and the BCPPT in that order. The LFRDET and BCPPT 
architectures, however, can harvest the maximum amount of energy from the solar array, 
while the BCDET has a limited capability. In total, the LFRDET showed the highest 
weighted efficiency, which means that this implementation was superior in electrical 
performance than both the BCPPT and the BCDET implementations. For a given load 
power requirement, the LFRDET can satisfy the requirement by the minimum number of 
solar cells. 
The LFRDET eliminates the use of a shunt regulator and instead an excess energy 
management algorithm is used, this algorithm was tested with a fully charged battery and 
was shown to be successful in preventing battery overcharging.  
It was demonstrated that the LFRDET has ECC self-balancing capabilities, which means 
that even if two or more uneven ECCs are installed in the EBMs they will balance out 
over time.   
The efficiency of the BDC was characterized and it was found that for a cylindrical Li-
Ion cell at a minimum operating voltage of 3V the efficiency is above 94%. If the 
minimum operating voltage is extended to 2.5V the minimum efficiency is reduced to 
87%. All this for a EBM rating of 7.2W.  
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Appendix A.  RELIABILITY 
CONSIDERATIONS 
It is important to consider other reliability concerns in addition to the part count analysis 
done in Chapter 2. Let us consider the critical failure modes for each of the architectures. 
A summary is included in Table A-1 
For the BCPPT architecture, if the SAR fails and becomes an open circuit the solar energy 
can no longer be harvested, and this will lead to mission failure. The likelihood of this 
occurring is considered low because the single event effects that are linked to catastrophic 
failure (SEB and  SEGR) of the SAR’s MOSFETs are reduced when the drain-source 
voltage of a MOSFET is below 100V [46]. 
For both the BCDET and the FRDET the critical failure mode is a short circuit of the 
SHR, this will dissipate most of the harvested solar energy and will lead to mission failure. 
The probability of this happening is considered low specially is a power BJT is used 
instead of a MOSFET.  
For the Lean FRDET the critical failure mode is the short circuit fail of a BDC in one of 
the EBMs, this will activate the ECC protection circuitry and isolate the failed EBM thus 
reducing the storage capabilities and forcing the team to adapt the mission to avoid 
depletion of the ECCs. The likelihood of this occurring is considered low for the same 
reasons stated for the BCPPT case.   
Table A-1. Catastrophic failure mechanisms for the four different architecture 
implementations 




BCPPT SAR opened mission failure low 
BCDET SHR shorted mission failure low 
FRDET SHR shorted mission failure low 
LFRDET BDC in one EBM shorted mission adjustment low 
 
For the LFRDET architecture, a further analysis of the failure modes of the parts of the 
BDC (Figure 2.5) can be made based on the results for similar parts that can be found in 
the literature, a summary is included in Table A-2. 
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Figure A-1. Block diagrams of three main power architectures implementations.  
 
Table A-2. Failure mode results in similar parts 
Part Results in similar parts Expected outcome 
MCU 
Ionization damage after a TID of 20 
kRad(Si). SEL did not fail the 
device. 
The BDC is isolated from the bus. 
Reset is needed. WDT can be 
considered for final version. 
MFD 
Ionization damage after a TID of 20 
kRad(Si). No SEL in two different 
models.   
No failures. 
MOSFETs 
TID damage after 100 kRad(SiO2) 
5. SEB and SEGR only for VDS above 
100V. 
No failures. However, in case of the 
critical drain-source short, the 
overcurrent protection of the cell shall 
be triggered to isolate the EBM. 
 
For the MCU ionization damage is observed in similar parts but only after a total 
ionization dose (TID) of 20 kRad(Si). Single event latch-up (SEL) occurs but is released 
after reset and the expected rate of an event is less than 2 per year in the ISS orbit [47]. A 
watchdog timer (WDT) can be implemented in the final version to reset the devices in 
case of latch-up.  
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For the MFD ionization damage is observed in similar parts after a TID of 20 kRad(Si) 
[48]. No SEL occurred in two different models tested by different teams [49] [50]. No 
failures are expected.  
For the MOSFETs ionization damage is observed in power N-MOSFETs after a TID of 
100 kRad(SiO2) [51]. As stated before, for VDS below 100V both SEB and SEGR are not 
commonly observed [52]. For these reasons, no failures are expected in the MOSFETs; 
however, if a critical failure occurs, the protection circuitry shall isolate the failed EBM.   
For the orbits and mission durations in which lean satellites are typically released, the 
annual TID is always below 10 kRad (Si), and for the ISS orbit is below 1 kRad (Si). For 
this reason, no ionization damage is expected in any of the parts. 
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